Dreams would wake me up into Perfect Day
……………………..
I am tired, I am weary
I could sleep for a thousand years
A thousand dreams that would awake me
Different colours made of tears
(Velvet Underground)
In case you have already forgotten that this Earth of ours is spinning round and what appears new is actually an old story, let me remind you and
myself of this rubbishy truth with an old Velvet Underground song called Venus in Furs. Skin is the most delicate and sensual part of a living creature –
it captures important feelings, and fleeting moments of pain, sorrow, love, desire, passion, taste, colour and a million other magical and unique
emotions and experiences. In fact, if you think for a moment of the most significant discoveries in your life, you will realize that they were first made
with the skin. I’m rushing this preface at speed because for me being human requires an intimate relationship with life – as with a lover. And at the
same time it gives you the full pleasure of experience and the capacity to find gifted and unique people who share the same magical intersection with
life. Such people you will find on the pages ahead. They will inject your day with the aroma of a cup of honeyed coffee or will paint your world
purple, and give you the same feeling people truly in love have when they meet their twin lover.
I have in my mind just one quote: desire comes first from the eyes – and then everything else. Dare to dream and crave! It is the only way to meet
others of the same kind!
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David Carter
Profession: Interior Designer. Sense of humour: Dark black with
sparks of yellow. City: London.

What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the
daylight? Where did yesterday go? Do you think that your imagination is
a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? Like so many things in
life, itʼs both a curse and a blessing. How would you describe yourself in
moment when you create? Lonely. Why do you think you have talent
and where does it come from? I donʼt know. Any suggestions? Perfect
creation in world and life is? Only imperfection deluding itself. The best
thing in life so far that happened to you is? Having children. What is the
first thing you do in a perfect day? Smoke a lot of cigarettes. What do
you spend most of your money for? Cigarettes and vodka. Music that
keeps you in perfect mood is? Malcolm McLarenʼs ʻIn the Absence of the
Parisienneʼ. Where do you think angels live? In the quiet corners of our
hearts. How far is the perfect world from you? Itʼs all around me, but I
keep losing the key. What makes you smile in a rainy day? Finding a
silver lining. Where do you think is G spot – G-enius? Somewhere
between F for Fuck and H for Help. What colour do you think people are
when they are in love? They are radiant like rainbows. Whose talent you
envy most? Elvis. What kind of language do you think fishes use under
water? English, of course... but with an accent. Your worst dream is?
Growing old like Elvis. How do you define beauty? The power to seduce. If
you have power to change one major thing in your life what it will be?
My age, or everyone elseʼs. Loss of sexual innocence is? A welcome
relief. Your biggest influence is? The cinema. Do you think that death
and love have something in common and what is it? Yes, they both
generally involve beds. Life is worth it because of? What we do with it. So
donʼt squander it! And if it is a movie it will be titled? La Dolce Vita THE
END.
You can see part of ʻLa Dolce Vitaʼ at www.alacarter.com

Paul Plews
photographer, winner of the Deloitte Award at National Portrait Gallery 2004, City: London
What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light? Can I have 10 more minutes in bed? Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your
best enemy and your worst friend? Yes definitely, being creative is great but itʼs nice to switch off once in a while. How would you describe yourself in moment when you
create? Single minded. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Everyone has talent. It is inside of all of us when we are born, finding what your
talent is for is the hard part I think. Perfect creation in world and life is? Something that makes people happy. The best thing in life so far that happens to you is? Falling in
love. What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? Go outside and enjoy it. What do you spend most of your money for? To make photography. Music that keeps you in
perfect mood is? LOUD! Where do you think angels lives? Inside everyone – occasionally! How far is the perfect world from you? I can find it for a few minutes here and
there, but holding onto it for longer is hard. What makes you smile in a rainy day? Memories. Where do you think is G spot – G-enius? If I knew that I would be rich. What
color do you think people have when they are in love? Pink. Whose talent you envy most? Anyone musical, I canʼt play anything. Your worst dream is? Having no-one to
share life with. How you define beauty? Indefinable. Loss of sexual innocence is? Fun. Your biggest influence is? Life. Do you think that death and love have something
in common and what is it? They are both overwhelming in their own ways. Life is worth it because of? Other people.
You can see Paulʼs world on www.paulplews.com
photo:portrait of James, photographer Paul Plews

Anthony Cozens
Profession: actor, City: London, movies: The Rise Of Evil.

What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Do you mean – what would be the first thing I think of if you said “daylight” to me? If so, my
answer would be: Bird song, and, “Why arenʼt I asleep yet?” Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? I think your best enemy
and your worst friend are one and the same thing. I think it could be a mix of your best friend and worst enemy, depending on what mood youʼre in. Paranoia is imagination
working in a negative way. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? I can only answer in retrospect. When Iʼm acting Iʼm not watching myself from the
outside, I get lost in the moment. But acting, however difficult or rotten the day, is always fun. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Acting is the
only thing Iʼve found so far that I really love to do. I feel I still have something to prove to myself as an actor and that makes me tenacious, because I canʼt get acting out of my
system. I do have a tendency to worry about what others think of me, which perhaps makes me look at other people, their responses etc in more detail and that can help with
building characters. But I feel itʼs up to the audience to decide if Iʼm talented or not. Perfect creation in world and life is? I think making a baby is as perfect a creation as youʼll
get. The best thing in life so far that happened to you is? Going to drama school is the best thing thatʼs happened to me. I learnt to face up to and deal with problems, made
some wonderful friends and met my girlfriend. What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? Making love is a pretty good way to start the day. What do you spend most of
your money for? Food and bills. Not very exciting Iʼm afraid. Music that keeps you in a perfect mood is? Thereʼs an Aussie group called Spiderbait who always put a smile on
my face, but itʼs Jeff Buckley, Sigar Ros and the Longpigs I listen to most. Where do you think angels live? I think theyʼre wherever people need them most. In your heart, in
your head, in your friends, in your pets. How far is the perfect world from you? In my personal life I feel very close to it all being perfect. Professionally Iʼd like to be working
more than I am. Iʼm not bothered about being famous – if I could have a career as a working actor that would be perfect. What makes you smile on a rainy day? Going for a
walk in the rain. Where do you think is G spot – G-enius? I could tell you itʼs on the front wall of the vagina, about 2 inches up, but itʼs much more fun to find out yourself. What
colour do you think people have when they are in love? I think maybe people share a white light. When youʼre down people say youʼre blue, when jealous youʼre green etc.
Maybe love helps you rise above being just one colour. Whose talent do you envy most? I donʼt envy either of them but I wish I was as talented as Johnny Depp or Robert
Downey Jr. What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? Listen to a Sigar Ros record. Iʼd like to think it would sound like that. Your worst dream is? Being a
disappointment and letting people down. How do you define beauty? I would define it as being comfortable in your own skin. If you have power to change one major thing in
your life what it will be? I would give myself a whole lot more confidence. I can be my own worst enemy at times because I allow myself to be scared to try things for fear of
failure. Loss of sexual innocence is? I have no idea what makes up the loss of sexual innocence but I reckon it has a lot to do with pressure being put on kids at younger ages
to look, be or behave in a certain way. Itʼs not natural discovery of themselves and how they fit into the world around them. It angers me when I see adverts that use sex to sell
such innocuous things as ice cream. Your biggest influence is? Iʼd have to say my Dad is my biggest influence. Complete support and understanding and faith. Do you think
that death and love have something in common and what is it? The only thing I think that links death and love is the human reaction to them. You can be scared by the
prospect or reality of them both or you can embrace them and not be afraid. Life is worth it because of? Life is worth it because nothing is set. Things can change and for all we
know this is the only life weʼll get so we should try to enjoy it. And if it is a movie it will be titled? Being There (which incidentally is a very good Peter Sellers film…)
Illustration Marieta Tsenova, photo Judith Erwes

Tsvetan Toshkov
Architect, Current place: Foster and Partners City: London

What is first thought crosses your mind when you think of the day light? Sunshine, open air, blue sky. Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best
enemy and your worst friend? I can say so yes. Comes when I donʼt expect it and goes just when I need it. How would you describe yourself in moment when you
create? I play. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? I donʼt know really the reason and where from. I believe everybody has it. Just needs to
explore it. It might not been invented yet. Perfect creation in world and life is? Life itself, birth, being able to be yourself. The best thing in life so far that happens to you
is? Luck! What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? Something perfect: Perfect kiss Perfect breakfast Perfect dream. What do you spend most of your money for?
Music Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? It is a big variety! It depends on what is the perfect mood for me at the moment. Chill out, lounge, electro, are on most of
the time. Where do you think angels lives? Everywhere (as well as devils) How far is the perfect world from you? Itʼs very close and very far. The perfect world is all
around us all the time. Itʼs just our mind that keeps us away from it sometimes. What makes you smile in a rainy day? The fresh air. Where do you think is G spot –
G-enius? This is the ability to express whatʼs inside you using the talent given to you and be understood. What color do you think people have when they are in love?
Warm: Yellow Orange Red. Whose talent you envy most? The talent is not something to envy for because itʼs unique! Itʼs something to admire. You cannot have somebody
elseʼs talent. What I envy for sometimes is the state of mind and state of life that makes you use your talent to the MAX. What kind of language do you think fishes use
under water? Linguafishunderwat. Your worst dream is? Berried alive. How you define beauty? A beautiful woman. If you have power to change one major thing in
your life what it will be? I want to start thinking like when I was a child and be a bit more careless just like a child. Loss of sexual innocence is? The very first thought of it
makes you lose your innocence - million times a day. Your biggest influence is? The nearest person to me - the one I trust. Do you think that death and love have
something in common and what is it? If you have to forget your love for somebody you have to consider him dead somehow or at least for a while. Life is worth it
because of? Love. And if it is a movie it will be titled? Sex and Lucia.
Check his designs and dreams at www.hrama.com
Photo ʻPaul Goulbourn – performerʼ, photographer Tsvetan Toshkov

Margot Q. Knight
American artist. I found her through a quest for a new talent in Fabrica – Benetton.

Petar Petrov
fashion designer, Main creativity: petar petrov ready to wear label, City: Vienna
What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Delight. Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst
friend? Maybe somehow. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? Busy. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? I donʼt
think I have talent… maybe I donʼt have any… I think itʻs not a question I can answer…Perfect creation in world and life is? People The best thing in life so far that happens to
you is? Iʼm still waiting… for the best… What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? Every perfect day stands for itself, I wouldnʼt want them to be similar…I think you realize
a perfect day when itʼs over. So, there are no plans for the next. What do you spend most of your money for? Nice life, nice food. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is?
For example Hazel OʼConnor. Where do you think angels lives? I donʼt know. I donʼt really believe in angels. How far is the perfect world from you? For me personally itʼs far
because I think the perfect world doesnʼt exist. What makes you smile in a rainy day? A cup of tea…for example. What color do you think people have when they are in love?
All colours put together. Whose talent do you envy most? Nobody… What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? Body language. Your worst dream is?
Somebody follows me and I run… when he catches me I always wake up. How you define beauty? Beauty = personality + good taste. If you have power to change one major
thing in your life what it will be? One thing is not enough… I canʼt decide. Loss of sexual innocence is? (No answer again) Your biggest influence is? Hard to say...nothing in
special but still a lot. Do you think that death and love have something in common and what is it? To give up yourself. Life is worth it because of? For me is my work… one
should have fun and be appreciated. Everybody has to decide for him/herself since everybody has different values. And if it is a movie it will be titled? Perfect day?
More at www.petarpetrov.com
photographer: Christoph Pirnbacher

Judith Erwes
Photographer. City: London
What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light?
Sometimes daylight can be quite scary, for example when you are depressed. Do you think
that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? I would say it
is a mix of best enemy and best friend. How would you describe yourself in moment
when you create? Very concentrated and thoughtful. Why do you think you have talent
and where does it come from? Donʼt know why and where it comes from. I guess it comes
from my parents. Iʼm just very glad to have it in certain ways. Perfect creation in world and
life is? Something which remains timeless and touching even after being created a long time
ago, e.g. in music, film, art in general. The best thing in life so far that happens to you
is? Family and friends. What is first thing you do in a perfect day? Look out of the
window and watch. What do you spend most of your money for? Nice things – like shoes,
furniture, cinema, photography. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Beatles and Pet
Shop Boys. Where do you think angels live? No idea. How far is the perfect world from
you? Depends on how you define ʻperfect worldʼ, sometimes very near and sometimes very
far away. What makes you smile on a rainy day? A nice piece of cake. Where do you
think is G spot – G-enius? Would be good to know a spot where you can find millions of
geniuses. But I donʼt know where that could be. What colour do you think people have
when they are in love? Depends on the people. I would say something like purple-orange.
Whose talent you envy most? There will always be people who are better at many things
than you are. What I sometimes envy are people without any talent or taste but who know
many people e.g. in the creative industry and therefore get attention without having done
anything productive or interesting. What kind of language do you think fishes use under
water? Water-bubbles maybe. Your worst dream is? Not having a soul mate. How do you
define beauty? Feeling comfortable and being in peace with yourself. If you have power to
change one major thing in your life what it will be? Make every day a perfect day and
being aware of it. Loss of sexual innocence is? Very subjective answer: If you have sex
with many people who donʼt mean anything emotionally to you. Your biggest influence is?
Some really great people. Do you think that death and love have something in common
and what is it? Yes, but canʼt define what it is. Like something ends and something begins.
Life is worth it because of? You get what you give. And if it is a movie it will be titled?
“Thatʼs Life”.
Go to www.fuk.co.uk/fashion/catwalk/lfw-aw05/photodiary.html

What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of daylight? Fujichrome Provia 100. Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy
and your worst friend? No, that is confusing. Imagination is like a dog that wants to chew bones, chase sticks, and dig holes. All you have to do is take it off its leash. How
would you describe yourself in the moment when you create? Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, a professor of Psychology, says that you enter a "flow state" when you are absorbed
in a creative activity or engaged in other goal-oriented, meaningful action. In sports they call it "being in the zone" or "in the groove." When creating for art, sometimes I lose track
of time and ideas come together easily. It's very satisfying. So many steps in the creative process are difficult or boring, so flow state is like a reward. Why do you think you
have talent and where does it come from? Talent is the product of two things: genetic traits and hard work (to gain education and experience). Having talent is like having
strong legs. You must walk every day or your strength will fade, and being able to walk is only helpful if you have a destination in mind. Perfect creation in world and life is?
Create great works and have babies. The best thing in life so far that happened to you is? To be born to my nice parents, and not to crack-smoking parents. What is the
first thing you do in a perfect day? Go to the bathroom. You spend most of your money for what? First for the mortgage, second for health insurance, and third for art.
Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? I can't hear music, so no longer listen to it. I used to try – I put on a CD, but then in a few hours I would suddenly notice that the
room was quiet, and I couldn't remember if I had turned the music on or not. So now I don't bother. Where do you think angels live? Angels exist only in some people's
imagination, but not in mine. How far from you is the perfect world? How do you measure perfection in kilometers? What makes you smile on a rainy day? Riding my bike
in the rain, and enjoying it. Where do you think is G spot G-enius? The G-spot of Genius? All the research that I have been reading about creativity says that the idea of
"genius" is misdirected. There is no special "genius" way of thinking; no special creativity button to press. R.W. Weisberg found that creative people begin with what is already
known, and use ordinary thought processes. Over the course of a lifetime, small changes add up into something novel. Weisberg identifies commitment and "expertise within
one's own area" as necessary ingredients for creative thinking. What colour do you think people have when they are in love? People in love are a little more pink than usual.
Whose talent you envy most? Howard Gruber, a professor from Harvard University, says that each person has their own "independent network of enterprises," which means
that each person has their own set of interests. For example, I am interested in the body, in the visual language of advertising, in social issues; I hold certain political and ethical
beliefs, and I feel motivated to communicate in a certain way. Because I have specific interests, I don't envy other people's work. Their network of interests never overlaps
exactly with my own, so I don't ever "wish I had thought of that." I do admire the work of others, and often take inspiration from work that overlaps with some of my "enterprises."
In particular I admire Jeff Wall, Patricia Piccinini, Chema Madoz, Fernand Leger, Hans Bellmer, Orlan, The Brothers Quay. What kind of language do you think fish use under
water? They wiggle various appendages and release chemical messages into the water. Your worst dream is? A nightmare. How do you define beauty? Beauty is difficult to
define precisely. I think it has to do with symmetry and balance, a reflection of the viewer's moral beliefs, and an appeal to what the viewer would like to see. If you have power
to change one major thing in your life what would it be? Everything is ok; I don't need a big change. I am making my photographs, I love someone who loves me, and we are
finding our way. Loss of sexual innocence is? At some point all sex-obsessed teenagers realize that every adult in the world has had sex – their parents, teachers, soccer
coach, doctors... even the bus driver has sex! Your biggest influence is? My parents. Do you think that death and love have something in common? No. Death is an
ending and love always feels like a beginning. Life is worth it because of? Yesterday a caramel-coloured chicken sat on my shoulder and she had soft feathers. And if it is a
movie it will be titled? "It's a beautiful day, turn off the TV, and go play outside!"
photographer: Margot Q Knight, assistant: Beba Knight

Denitsa Blagoeva and Georgi Marinov
Main work: www.dotshop.se The concept: Compact the
essence of music in one-minute preview tracks. City: Birmingham.

Milenita
Singer, TV and radio presenter, journalist, dreamer, City: Sofia
What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light? Take a brake, Dracula, now itʼs my turn! Do you think that your imagination is a
mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? I can not imagine an answer better than the question. How would you describe yourself in moment when you
create? With difficulty. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Good question! In the past I had problems with talent, but then I read the book
“How To Become Talented In 5 Minutes” and my life suddenly changed! I recommend it to everyone! You can find it in selected bookshops. Perfect creation in world and
life is? The egg-shape. The best thing in life so far that happened to you is? Mexico. What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? I feel the tongue of my cat
Jmuci on my face. What do you spend most of your money for? I spend ALL of my money. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Just the first 5 that comes to my
mind: Stereo MCʼs – Connected, Barry White – You're My First, My Last, My Everything, remix of Good Life – Inner City, Jamiroquai – Cosmic Girl, Propellerheads ft.
Shirley Bassey – History Repeating. Where do you think angels lives? Itʼs too early for me to know for sure. How far is the perfect world from you? 30 years ago.
What makes you smile in a rainy day? The same things that make me smile in a sunny day – and now they come with an umbrella! Where do you think is G spot –
G-enius? G-enitals. What color do you think people have when they are in love? This. Itʼs from an advertisement for Coco De Mer, a sex-shop in London. Whose
talent you envy most? I would like to dance like Michael Jackson in Thriller, but if this will cost me my nose, I donʼt want it. What kind of language do you think fishes
use under water? Body language. Your worst dream is? Me failing in the first question of Who wants to be a millionaire? How you define beauty? A physical way to
explain beauty is “what is left from things when you take away their functionality”. But personally I prefer the chemical explanation. If you have power to change one
major thing in your life what it will be? Common, Iʼm not a man! Loss of sexual innocence is? I donʼt know. Iʼve never felt sexually innocent. Your biggest influence
is? Influence is an unconscious thing. Do you think that death and love have something in common and what is it? Absolutely not. Life is worth it because of? Me.
And if it is a movie it will be titled? To be continued.
You can see what fans do for her at www.milenita.hit.bg
Photo: photographer Pavel Chervenkov, styling Marieta Tsenova

Lilian Vieira
Profession: Singer. Passion: Same. Magnificent on stage with her Zuco 103 band. City: Amsterdam.

What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light? Go out! Do things, go to the market buy fruits."Do you think that your imagination is a
mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? My imagination is my worst enemy… How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? Confused, like
a chicken without a head… searching for the obvious."Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? I do my job with what I have in hand, and that is
not much. That comes from my country Brasil.!Perfect creation in world and life is? Orange. The best thing in life so far that happened to you is? The house I built for
my parents."What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? Smile."What do you spend most of your money for? Music."Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? A
very good spinning lesson."Where do you think angels live? Right next to me."How far is the perfect world from you? Inside of me."What makes you smile on a rainy
day? My family talks."Where do you think is G spot – G-enius? It starts in my mind."What colour do you think people are when they are in love? Purple."Whose
talent do you envy most? Stevie Wonder."What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? Bloac.. bloac… bloaclanguage."Your worst dream is? The
dream that became truth."How you define beauty? Peace that takes over all you body."If you have power to change one major thing in your life what it will be? I
would go today back to my country, and live the rest of my life eating fish, in a small village next to the sea, with all my friends around me."Loss of sexual innocence is?
The fake sex."Your biggest influence is? My mother… sorry, but thatʼs the big truth. I love her and she is just perfect, I would love to be just a small part of what she is.!Do
you think that death and love have something in common and what is it? If love is real, it is forever just like the death, but love changes and death, maybe death
changes back in life."Life is worth it because of? Everything…"And if it is a movie it will be titled? One day will come…"
You can listen to her at www.zuco103.com

Choi Kyoung Tae
Artist, painter. City: Seoul. Professional success: Art icon.

We can see his perfect work at www.kellymama.com

What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the
daylight? Growth, bright, birds. Do you think that your imagination is a mix
of your best enemy and your worst friend? It isnʼt. How would you
describe yourself in a moment when you create? Iʼm a euphoric helicopter
buzzing the place with joy. Perfect creation in world and life is? Newborn
babies. The best thing in life so far that happens to you? Is boooo. What
is the first thing you do in a perfect day? Smile and open the window. What
do you spend most of your money for? Presents. Music that keeps you in
perfect mood is? Music that keeps you in perfect mood is my motherʼs songs
and Bjork. Where do you think angels live? Everywhere, mainly on trees.
How far is the perfect world from you? Here somewhere, well hidden since
the very beginning :] What makes you smile on a rainy day? Yellow
balloons. Where do you think is G spot – G-enius? Je ne sais pas. What
colour do you think people are when they are in love? Transparent, in
harmony. You can see all the colours through them. Whose talent do you
envy most? Bjorkʼs. What kind of language do you think fishes use under
water? Bubbles oo o oo o o oo o o o oooo o O oo O oooo O oo. Your worst
dream is? Losing something that I love, like all humans. How do you define
beauty? Mmmm. If you have power to change one major thing in your life
what it will be? Maybe Iʼll make myself not so self-centered. Your biggest
influence is? Very important/various artists. Do you think that death and
love have something in common and what is it? Both change your life
dramatically. Life is worth it because of? Beauty & love. And if it is a movie
it will be titled? Kehlibar.

Yesterday Night
Stylist: Marieta Tsenova, Photographer: Liat Chen Model: Kannon
Place: Vinyl bar, Camden
Printed T-shirt by Fornarina
Black Shorts by Jens Laugesen
White dresses by Fornarina
Black ribbed & fishnet dress by Fornarina
Jacket by Adam Entwisle
Hat by Peter Jensen
Dress with chain links modelʼs own

Darren Stehr
Photographer. City: Toronto. Sensuality: Stronger than pride

What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Warmth. Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy
and your worst friend? Yes. Your best enemy because it is always showing you stuff you cannot do and your worst friend because it encourages you to do it knowing
you cannot. How would you describe yourself in a moment when you create? A trance like state subject to tunnel vision. Why do you think you have talent and
where does it come from? Talent is something someone else gives you. If people hate your work no one will say you have talent. If they love it you will have talent.
Perfect creation in world and life is? Life itself. The best thing in life so far that happened to you is? My first born. What do you spend most of your money
for? I use most of my money looking to create more images or finding a place to show them. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Fast senseless pop music.
Where do you think angels live? I would have to say in the clouds. How far is the perfect world from you? Far, far away. And I hope it stays that way. I fear
perfection would create complacency. What makes you smile in a rainy day? Knowing you are in the midst of conception. That rain will spawn new organisms and
help those already born nourishment to grow. Where do you think is the G spot – G-enius? Every woman has it in a different spot. Just have a lot of fun finding it.
What colour do you think people are when they are in love? Love is blind. Is it not? Whose talent do you envy most? I envy good writers. What kind of
language do you think fishes use under water? Salt water fish probably speak French. Freshwater fish, English. Your worst dream is? George Bush. How do you
define beauty? It is purely primal. You know it when you see it. It could even be the way one carries themselves. If you have power to change one major thing in
your life what will it be? I would want to do it all over again, just faster and never sleeping. Loss of sexual innocence is? When you no longer believe in Santa
Claus. Your biggest influence is? People. Their very being inspires creation whether they know it or not. Do you think that death and love have something in
common and what is it? Yes. Life is worth it because of? Tomorrow is a new day. Full of new adventures and mischief. And if it is a movie it will be titled? Guilt
free breathing, drinking, eating, and the 7 sex positions your mother never told you about.
You can meet him at www.darrenstehr.com

Mina Mileva
Animator, Painter
Passion: all Bulgarians hidden keys for main door called Pleasure
City: Sofia – London
What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light? How lucky not to be working in the London Underground or one of those ground floor city
offices and be able to see the light off day.Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? Nice way of putting it…perhaps even
more extreme – the worst enemy and the best friend in love. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? Trying to play the smart arse? Ha-Ha because
creating makes you feel so vulnerable. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? It must be a product of an arrested adolescence. Perfect creation
in world and life is? The human spirit and genius that survives centuries. The best thing in life so far that happens to you is? Very proud with meeting the father of my baby.
What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? Play some cheesy salsa may be. What do you spend most of your money for? I used to spend it on travel, but now as soon
as I notice Iʼve got money itʼs gone Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? South London pirate stations make me. Where do you think angels live? In hard places where
peoples lives are so difficult like Cuba, Cambodia – to give them strength to go through it all. With smile. How far is the perfect world from you? Not far from the previous
question subjective idea I find mine perfect, but who am I to say – big, fat, spoilt west-european consumerist... What makes you smile in a rainy day? Alcohol consumed in a
smoky, run down place in an invaluable company of a close friend. Where do you think is G spot – G-enius? Have we heard anything new about these lately? What colour do
you think people have when they are in love? Shimmering reflection of their own colour, um this will make dark characters look more interesting which isnʼt fair. Whose talent
you envy most? The story teller. What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? I donʼt understand people let alone those… Your worst dream is? Repetitive
self destruction. How you define beauty? Definitely in the good old eye of the beholder! If you have power to change one major thing in your life what it will be? Afraid to
say because then Iʼll have to change it for real and if I do that I will unbalance other things and then Iʼll have a lot of work to do and never be able to fix it all. Loss of sexual
innocence is? Having it all. Your biggest influence is? Lately I have been admiring the freedom of graffiti and tattoo artists. Do you think that death and love have
something in common and what is it? Detachment from earth. Life is worth it because of? …The unexpected. And if it is a movie it will be titled? A film whose title sound
so good but which I have never watched.
You can dive deep into Minaʼs animation world at www.magstudio.net/glanceatme/info.htm

Alexandra Compain Tissier
Illustrator, works for Spin, The Source, Trace, Cosmo Girl!, Avenue, Black Book,
Spawn, Wad, Jalouse, Perso, Blast, Upstreet, DS, Neo2, Vanidad
City: Paris.
What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light? I
think of what I am going to cook. I love to eat, to shop and to cook even I am alone. I do
it every single day. It helps me to remain feet on ground. Do you think that your
imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? Oh! No,
imagination is a real friend for me. I use creative energy to make things happening. How
would you describe yourself in moment when you create? I am somewhere else
than in the room I create. I am in my breathing and most of the time I feel very near with
people I draw. It is like meditation I suppose. Why do you think you have talent and
where does it come from? My talent is a loan of god and I am still wondering why me?
Perfect creation in world and life is? I have no interest in perfection in art, sometime
very well done artworks are boring. Perfection creation is in the Nature. I am amazed
when I go to countryside and I can admire the flowers, the trees, the sky, the animals...
that's for me the perfection. The best thing in life so far that happens to you is? My
birth, I am sincerely very happy to be here. What is the first thing you do in a perfect
day? I open my shutters smiling at the sun, it is simply but rare in Paris. What do you
spend most of your money for? In short travels to see my friends. Music that keeps
you in a perfect mood is? Bossa Nova. Where do you think angels live? Angels live
just between me and the Sun. Sometimes they visit me in my dream. I know one of
them very well, he lives in the Mallorca Island. How far is the perfect world from you?
Far from where I am to where angels live. What makes you smile in a rainy day?
Words of my Godmother in my mind and songs of Jacques Demy. Where do you think
is G spot – G-enius? I don't know. What colour do you think people are when they
are in love? I would say pink because it is my favorite colour, but I think it is more than
a colour, it is a bright light. Whose talent do you envy most? I don't envy anybody for
his talent. I admire some people for their faith in what they do. What kind of language
do you think fishes use under water? The salt bubbles language. Your worst dream
is? Swimming in a bloody pool with a dead body. How do you define beauty? It is
when you see something and immediately, you feel an emotion. If you have power to
change one major thing in your life what it will be? Nothing except the electricity in my
apartment, it is a very old dangerous installation. Loss of sexual innocence is? When
you find the good sexual partner and realize that it is better than in your old dream. Your
biggest influence is? Probably it is a mix of my interest in contemporary art and my
spiritual Godmother's teaching. Do you think that death and love have something in
common and what is it? We can only experiment death of the others, and when it is
happening to someone you like, you realized that love is here. But when I love someone
I don't think in death, I am in an eternity feeling. Life is worth it because of? Michèle,
Jacques, Manou, Stéphane, Milou, Charlott, Stéphanie, Vincent, Anne-Dominique,
David, Madeleine, Marcel, Nanie, Maeva, Eléonor, Valentine, Sébastien, Véronique,
Julien, Dora and so many others... And if it is a movie it will be titled? OUR.
You can find her at www.primalinea.com/compain-tissier

Stephen Hoffman
Designer, graduated in Central St Martin School, winner ITS Four prize 2004, City: Paris

What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Warmth. Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your
worst friend? I try to allow my imagination the freedom to go where ever it likes. My inner critic is the one that can be my best friend or worst enemy. How would you describe
yourself in a moment when you create? Engrossed, anxious. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? I think I see things just a little bit differently
and I always have. Perfect creation in world and life is? Impossible. But imperfection is what is most interesting anyway. The best thing in life so far that happens to you is?
There is something to learn from every experience. What is first thing you do in a perfect day? Wake up. What do you spend most of your money for? Books and magazines.
Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? I am always looking for new music. Different music for different moods. Where do you think angels lives? Wherever they want. The
best thing is being able to travel. They can enjoy the best of everywhere. How far is the perfect world from you? Another universe. What makes you smile in a rainy day?
Being able to just stay home … and sleep. Where do you think is G spot – G-enius? In the second chakra. What colour do you think people are when they are in love? Red
What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? Depends who they are talking to. Your worst dream is? Being homeless, abandoned, unwanted and
unappreciated. How you define beauty? Confidence is the most important quality that can make anything and everything beautiful. Too much however can also have the reverse
effect. If you have power to change one major thing in your life what it will be? I wish I had learned French at an earlier age. Loss of sexual innocence is? Natural and
necessary. Your biggest influence is? Change. I am adaptable and I am open to experimentation and new inspiration. Do you think that death and love have something in
common and what is it? They both represent the end of one phase and the beginning of another. Life is worth it because of? Tomorrow will be better. And if it is a movie it will
be titled? Human existence.
www.firstview.com/WRTWfall2004/CSM_STEFEN_HOFFMAN/index.html

